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School is cancelled! Violet and Ben go outside 
to build snowmen. 



“Ben! Why don’t you go to the woods to find 
some branches for the snowmen’s arms?” 

Ben picks up a branch, but it is too twisted.

He picks up another one, but it is too short!



Then, he finds two branches that are perfect. 

He also spots something purple, swaying in the 
wind. 



“Thank you, Ben! Now, why don’t you get some 
carrots from the garden? We need noses for 
the snowmen,” says Violet.

Ben goes to the garden. While picking some 
carrots, he spots something. 

A hat! 



Ben looks until he finds the perfect ones. While 
searching, he also sees something glisten 
among the dark rocks. It is a pair of glasses!

“Wonderful! Now Ben, could you please find 
some dark stones for the snowman’s eyes?” 
says Violet. 



But Ben isn’t finished.“Perfect! Now our snowmen are complete!”



Ben shows the objects he collected to Violet.
“I’m sorry, Ben, we can’t put this on our 
snowmen. 

The lens on these glasses are shattered, 

and the hat is ripped,” 
says Violet.

 “I don’t think anybody will want to look at 
snowmen with broken things.”



“I’ll get Mom and Dad so that we can show 
them our snowmen,” says Violet. 

She soon returns. 

“Wow Violet! They are really beautiful,” says 
Mom.



“They’re the whole family!” says Violet “Hmm… which one is me?” asks Dad.



Violet isn’t sure.

“Hmm… maybe the snowmen are too perfect. 
I wonder if they need more personality,” says 
Dad. 



Ben decorates the
snowmen with his objects.



“What a beautiful hat!” says Mom. 

“That snowman is wearing glasses like me!” 
says Dad.

“That looks like my ribbon!” says Violet.



The whole family is delighted, especially 
Violet.

“Thanks, Ben,” says Violet. “Now our snowmen 
are finally complete.”. 






